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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to an investigation of Borel structures and measures
on locally convex spaces, especially infinite measures. Infinite Borel measure
with smoothness was studied in [1]. In Section 2, we refer to some results of
[1] (Theorem (A), (B) and (C)) which are used in Section 5.
In Section 3, we examine the relations among the cylindrical σ-algebra
C(X, X'), the Baire field B
a
(X) and the Borel field B(X). For a weakly Lindelof
locally convex space X, we shall show C(X, X') coincides with the weak Baire
field B
a
(X
σ
(χ
ί
χ
f)) (Lemma 3.3). Moreover the same result is valid even if X
is the strict inductive limit of weakly Lindelof locally convex spaces (Proposition
3.4). If X is a hereditarily Lindelof locally convex space, then C(Xy X') is
identical to B(X) (Theorem 3.6).
In Section 4, we investigate C(X, Jt^-measurability of continuous semi-
norms. We show if X is a projective limit of separable locally convex spaces,
then every continuous seminorm is C(X, ^Γ/)-measurable (Theorem 4.4).
In Section 5, we examine the conditions for a cylinder set measure to be
extensible to a pre-Radon or Radon measure. We give a sufficient condition
using the results in Section 3 (Proposition 5.1). As an corollary, every totally
finite cylindrical measure on X is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure on
X<τ(xtx'ϊ m case X<r(x x') has the Lindelof property. Furthermore if a cylindrical
measure μ on X is essentially supported by a σ(Xy .AΓ')-Lindelόf subset, then μ
is uniquely extensible to a pre-Radon measure on X
σ
(Xfχ/) (Proposition 5.3). In
the latter half, we study the Radon extensibility of a cylinder set measure. We
present sufficient conditions for the Radon extension of a cylinder set measure
(Theorem 5.6). As a corollary of Theorem 5.6, we give another form of Prok-
horov's theorem (Corollary 5.7).
The authors would like to thank Professor H. Sato for his constant en-
couragement. And also the authors wish to thank Professor A.W. Hager for
his useful information.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a set. A family cl; of subsets of X is said to be a paving if it
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satisfies the following conditions:
1) φe<U;
2) U U = X;
UeV
3) If U19 U2^V, then Ulf}U2^cϋ and cϋl\jU2^cϋ .
We denote by Afϋ] (resp. σf^J) the algebra (resp. σ-algebra) generated by CU.
Let X be a topological space. By the Borel field B(X), we mean the
minimal σ-algebra generated by all open subsets of X. By C(X), we denote the
algebra of all real continuous functions on X. The Baire fiield B
a
(X) is the
minimal σ-algebra generated by the family of zero sets
A cozero set is the complement of a zero set.
Now we define pre-Radon measures and Radon measures.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a topological space. A pre-Radon measure μ is
a Borel measure on B(X) such that
1) For every x in Xy there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that
< oo
2) For every net {U#} of open sets increasing to an open subset
3) For every A in B(X) such that μ(A)< oo,
μ(,4) — sup {μ(F): Fc^ί and JF is closed}
4) For every A in J5(A"),
— inf {//([/); L/Dyί and [/is open}.
We say a Borel measure satisfying 1) a locally bounded measure. And a Borel
measure is called a regular Borel measure if it satisfies 3), 4).
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ^Γ be a topological space. A Radon measure μ is a
Borel measure on B(X) such that
1) μ is locally bounded;
2) For every open set U,
μ ( U ) = sup [μ(K) , Kc.U and /ί is compact}
3) For every A in B(X\
μ(A) = inf {μ(U); U~DA and U is open}.
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Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space and X' be the topological dual
space of X. For every subset F of X1', we put
F± = {x<=X; <*, £> = 0 for all ξ<=F} .
We denote by FD(X') the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces of X1 and by
Z(X, X') the algebra
U 7Γ
where πF is the quotient map of X onto the finite-dimensional space X/F-
1
. A
non-negative, extended real valued, finitely additive set function m on Z(X, X')
is called a cylinder set measure on X if m is countably additive on τrlp1B(X/F L)
for each F in FD(X'). We denote by C(JSf, Jί') the σ-algebra generated by
Z(X, X'). A non-negative extended real valued, countably additive set function
on C(X, X') is called a cylindrical measure.
The following results are fundamental tools in Section 5 (Amemiya, Okada
and Okazaki [1]).
(A) Let X be a topological space, ΊJ be a paving generated by an open base
containing X and m be a non-negative, totally finite real valued finitely additive
set function on A\^J~\ such that
1) For any net {U
Λ
} of subsets in V increasing to X,
2) For every U in V,
m(U) = sup {m(F)\ UllFtΞAffl] and F is closed] .
Then we have for any net {U
a
} of subsets in *& increasing to a set U in CL7,
(B) Let X be a topological space, V be a paving generated by an open base
of X and m be a non-negative, extended real valued, countably additive set function
on the algebra A\fU\ generated by V. If m satisfies the following conditions:
1) There exists an increasing sequence {U
n
} in V such that m(U
n
) is finite,
=- U U
n
\
2) For any net { U#} of subsets in V increasing to a set U in CU such that
m( U) is finite,
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3) For every U in V such that m(U) is finite,
m(U) = sup {m(F)\ U^F^A^} and F is closed} ,
then m is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure on X.
(C) In (B)y ifm is totally finite, finitely additive set function on A[CU] satisfying
the conditions 2) and 3), then m is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure.
3. Cylindrical σ-algebra
Let {(Xχ, #
λ
); λ^Λ} be a family of measurable spaces. We denote by
® β
λ
 the minimal σ -algebra of subsets of Π X\ which makes every projection
λeΛ λeΛ
τr
λ
 measurable, which we call the product σ-algebra of {B
λ
} .
Lemma 3.1. Let X— Π X
λ
 be the product of locally convex spaces
{X
 λ
 λ e Λ} . Then we have
Proof. For every £
λo
 in X(^ {x
λ
^X
λ
^ <Λ:
ΛO, ξλ^r} X Π Xx belongs to
C(X, X'}. Then it is clear that
Conversely for every ξ—(ζ
 λ
) in X'= ^  X
λ
' we can write
λ<ΞΛ
Since ξ
λ
.°π
λ
. is (g) C(X^ -XY)-measurable, so is ξ Thus we have
λeΛ
This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.2. Let ^=lim Xl be the projectile limit of locally convex spaces.
Then we have
Now we give sufficient conditions under which the cylindrical σ-algebra
equals the Baire field.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a weakly Lίndelϋf locally convex space. Then the
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cylindrical σ-algebra C(X, Xf] is equal to the B air e field B
a
(X<r(x,x'ύ for tne
topology σ(X9 X'}.
Proof. For every x in X, we define the translation T
x
 as follows:
T
x
(y] =
for all y in X. Then the algebra Jl generated by the family {£o T
x
 ξ <Ξ X',
generates the topology σ(X, X'} of X. By Frolik [5, Theorem 2] Jl is dense in
C(Xv(XtX')) in the pointwise sequential topology. Since ξ°Tx is measurable
with respect to C(X, X'), so is every continuous function in C(X(X%X/)). There-
fore we have
C(X, X'} = B
a
(X«(XtX,}} .
The proof is complete.
Proposition 3.4. Let X= U X
n
 be the strict inductive limit of an increas-
ing sequence of weakly Lίndelof locally convex spaces {X
n
\ n=l, 2, •••}. Then the
cylindrical σ-algebra C(X, X') is identical to the Baίre field B
a
(X
σ(XίX/)) for the
weak topology σ(X, X')>
Proof. For every ny we have
{ζ\X,,;ξ^X'}=X
n
',
where ξ\X
n
 is therestriction of ξ to X
n
. Hence we have
On the other hand by Lemma 3.3 we have
C(X
Λ
, X
Λ
') =
Since the algebra {f\X
n
\f^C(X
σ
(XtXr))\ generates the topology σ(Xny XH) of
XH, we have
Thus for every n it follows
xn n c(x, x') =
For each B in Btt(Xσ(Xtχt)), there exists Cn in C(X, X') such that
00 CO
Since {X
n
\ n=l, 2, •••} is an increasing sequence, B coincides with U Γ) C
n
» = 1 « = »
which belongs to C(X, X'). Thus we have
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C(X, X') =: £
β
(^u,λ-'>) .
This proves the proposition.
Theorem 3.5. Let X~ Π X\ be the product of locally convex spaces
λSΛ
{X
x
\ λ^Λ} such that every countable subproduct of Π X\ is a Lίndelϋf space.
λeΛ
Then the cylindrical σ-algebra C(X, X') coincides with the B air e field B^X^χ^/)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have
C(X
λ
, AV) = B
a
(X^,x>l) .
for every X in Λ. Hence we obtain
C(x, x') =
by Lemma 3.1. Since ® B^X^x^x^) equals the Baire field B
β
(X
σ(x x^) by
λeΛ '
 f
Hager [6, Theorem 2.2], we have
which completes the proof.
We conclude this section with the following theorem giving a sufficient
condition under which the cylindrical σ-algebra is equal to the Borel field. We
recall that a topological space X is a hereditarily Lindelϋf space if every open
subset of X is Lindelϋf .
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a hereditarily Lίndelof locally convex Hausdorff
space. Then the cylindrical σ-algebra C(X, X') is identical to the Borel field B(X).
Proof. Every closed convex set A is represented as follows :
A = n A ,
/e/
where {fl/; i&I} is the class of closed half spaces containing A (for example see
Schaefer [10, Ch. II, 9.2.]). Since Ac is Lindelϋf, there is a countable subset
70 of / such that
Ac = U Df .
'(Ξ/o
Thus A belongs to C(X, X'}. In particular every continuous seminorm is
measurable with respect to C(X, X'}. Hence there exists an open base
{f/
γ
; γeΓ} of X such that each U
Ί
 belongs to C(X, X'). Let G be any open
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subset of X. Then there exists a subclass T1 of T such that
G = U U
Ί
 .
γeΓi
Since G is Lindelϋf, G is represented as follows:
G - U Uv ,
where Γ2 is a countable subclass of IY Therefore G belongs to C(X, X'),
which shows B(X) is contained in C(X, X').
4. C(Xy -X^-measurability of seminorm
In this section, we investigate C(X> .AΓ')-measurability of continuous semi-
norms on a locally convex space X.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a separable locally convex Hausdorff space. Then
every continuous seminorm p on X is measurable with respect to C(X, X'}.
Proof. It suffices to show that [7= {x&X; p(x)^l} belongs to C(X, X1}.
Since X is separable, the polar U°={ξ<=X'', |<#, £>l ^  1 for evel7 x ίn &} ίs
a compact metric space for the weak* topology σ(X' ', X) (for example see
Schaefer [10, Ch. Ill, 4.5]). Hence there exists a countable dense subset {ξ
n
}
in U°. By the bipolar theorem we have
U - {χ(=X; |O, £>| ^1 for every ξ in C7°}
- {xeJΓ; K^f,)! ^l,n=l, 2,-}
- n
It follows that Γ7 belongs to C(X, X'}, which proves the Lemma.
REMARK 4.2. Let X be a locally convex space which is separable for the
weak topology cr(X, X'). Then every continuous seminorm on X
τ
( X t χ ' ) is meas-
urable with respect to C(X, X'}, where τ(X, X'} is the Mackey topology. This
is derived from Lemma 4.1 if we remark that "σ(X, ^f")-seρarable" is equivalent
to "τ(X, X')- separable".
Let p be a continuous seminorm on X. By Xp we denote the normcd space
X/Ker p with the quotient norm p of p.
Lemma 4.3. Let p be a continuous seminorm on a locally convex space X.
If Xp is separable, then p is measurable with respect to C(X, Xf).
Proof. We denote by π the natural map of X to Xp, then we have
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By Lemma 4.1, {x+Ker p\ p(x-\-Ker p)^l} belongs toC(Xp,Xp'). If we
remark that π~l(C(Xp, Xp'}} is contained in C(X, X'}, the Lemma is proved.
Theorem 4.4. Let X=lim X, be the protective limit of the projective system
/ei
{ ( X
ι y f l 9 f ί K } ) } of separable locally convex spaces. Then every continuous seminorm
p on X is measurable with respect to C(X, X').
Proof. By ft we denote the natural projection of X to XL. Let { p l Λ ;
be the class of all continuous seminorms on XL. Remark the normed space
XJKeτ pl
Λ
 is separable, since Xt is separable. If we put gi=/>i °//, the calss
{f
Λ
\ L<=I, a<^At} defines the topology of X by Bourbaki [2, Ch. 1, §4, Proposi-
tion 9]. Since p is continuous, there exist q# and a constant number C such
that p<^Cql
Λ
. Then J\Γ/Ker ql
Λ
 is isomorphic to a subspace of the separable
normed space XJKerp^. Therefore XjKer ql
Λ
 is separable and so is Xp. By
Lemma 4.3 p is measurable with respect to C(X, X').
5. Pre-Radon extension
According to Moran [8] we call a topological space X measure-compact if
every countably additive totally finite Baire measure is a τ-smooth Baire measure.
Proposition 5.1. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space such that X
σ
(Xtχ^
is Lindelof, hence measure- compact. Assume that a cylindrical measure μ satisfies
the following condition :
(*) There exists an increasing sequence [U
n
\ n=l, 2, •••} of σ(X, X'}-open
sets in Z(X, X) such that μ(U
n
) is finite and X= U U
n
.
Then μ is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure on X
σ
(χtX').
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 the cylindrical σ-algebra C(X, X'} equals the Baire
field B
a
(X
σ
(XtX/)). If we put
= μ(AΓ(UH)
for every A in B
a
(X
σ
(XtXf)\ then we have
μ(A) = sup μ
n
(A) .
«
Since X
σ
(XtX') is measure-compact, μn is totally finite τ-smooth Baire measure.
We put
<U = {U(ΞZ(X, X')] U is σ(X, JϊΌ-
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By v we denote the restriction of μ to the algebra A[CU] generated by °U. Let
{t/J be a net in V increasing to U in CV such that v(U) is finite. Then we have
supι/(E7
Λ
) — sup μ(U
Λ
)
= SUp SUp μ
n
(U*)
n ob
= SUpμ
n
(U)
Since v is countably additive on Z(X, X'), it is clear that
v(U) - sup {v(F)\ U^FtΞA^} and F is
 σ
(X, X^-closed}
for every U in ^U. By (B) in Section 2, p is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon
measure P on X
σ
(XtX'). Since ^pΊL/] generates C(-3Γ, .AT') and μ is σ -finite, P is
equal to μ on C(X, X'}. This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.2. Le£ X be a locally convex Hausdorff space such that X
σ
(XtX')
is a Lindelof space. If μ is locally bounded, then μ is uniquely extended to a pre-
Radon measure on X
σ
(χtX').
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, ΊJ be a paving
generated by a σ(X, X')-open base in Z(X, X') and μ be a countably additive set
function on σ^U]. If μ satisfies the following conditions:
1) For every x in X, there exists U in V containing x such that μ(U) is
finite
2) For every U in V such that μ(U) is finite, μ(U)= sup {μ(F);
U^F^A^] and F is closed}
3) There exists closed Lindelof subset W of X
σ
(XtX') such that
μ*(X-W) - sup {μ(B); X-W^B<=Ξσ[V]} - 0 ,
then μ is extended to a unique pre-Radon measure on X^XtX^.
Proof. According to Halmos [7, §17, Theorem A], we define a countably
additive set function v on A[W nV]^ W Π A^U] as follows:
for every B in A\^U\. We show that v satisfies the conditions of (B) in Section
2. For any net {V
Λ
} in W f}^ increasing to Fin W Pi^U, there exists an in-
creasing sequence {V
Λtt} in {Va} such that \jVΛn=V since V is Lindelof.
Thus we have
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For every V'mWnV such that v(V] is finite, there exists U in <U satisfying
V=W(*}U. For each positive number £, there exists a closed set FdU in
such that
Therefore we obtain
v(V-F C}W) = μ(U-F)<8 .
Since Wis Lindelϋf, 1) implies the condition 1) of (B) in Section 2 which shows
that v is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure P. By Amemiya, Okada and
Okazaki [1, Theorem 7.1, Lemma 7.3], there exists a pre-Radon measure μ on
X<r(x,x'ϊ such that μ(O)=?(O ΓΊ W) for every open subset O of X
σ
(XβX') and the
restriction of μ to Wis equal to P. Particularly it follows /^(JFC)==0. Then μ
is identical to μ on ./4[CU]. In fact we have
for every B in [^^ U]. Since μ and μ, are countably additive, μ equals μ on
Proposition 5.3 is proved.
We give a necessary and sufficient condition under which every totally finite
cylindrical measure is extensible to a pre-Radon measure on X*(XtX') This is
essentially due to Varadarajan [11, Part I, Corollary (4) of Theorem 25].
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space and μ be a
totally finite cylindrical measure on C(X, X'). Then μ is uniquely extensible to a
pre-Radon measure on X
σ
(XtXf) if and only if for every net {U#} in V increasing to
X, there exists a sequence {U
Λtt} in {UΛ} such that
μ(X- G U
n
) = 0,
n — i
where JH denotes the class of all σ(X, X')-open subset in Z(X, X').
Proof. It follows from (A) and (C) in Section 2.
Finally we shall deal with "Radon extension'' of cylindrical measures. In
the totally finite case, the following result is the same as Corollary 1.1 of Dudley,
Feldman and LeCam [4].
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space and μ be a
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cylindrical measure on C(X> X') satisfying that for every x in X, there exists a
σ(X, X') open subset U in Z(X, X') such that μ(U) is finite. If X is σ-compact
topological space
 t for some topology p stronger than the weak topology σ(X, X'), then
μ is uniquely extensible to a Radon measure on (X, p).
Proof. By proposition 5.1 μ is uniquely extended to a pre- Radon measure
μ on X<r(χχ'). Since X<r(χtX') is also σ-compact, μ is a Radon measure on
X<r(x.x') Remark that B(X
σ
(XtXf)}~B(X, p)). For every B in B(X, p)), we have
μ(B) = sup {μ(F)
 y B^FzndFis σ(X, X')-dosed}
= sup sup μ(F Π K
n
)
F n
^ sup {μ(K)\ B^>K and K is p-compact}
where K
n
 is p-compact set such that X= U K
n
. Therefore μ is a Radon mea-
« = ι
sure on (X9 p). This proves the proposition.
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space and ^J be a pav-
ing generated by a σ(X, X'}-open base in Z(X, X). A totally finite, finitely
additive set function μ on {^[^ U] is uniquely extensible to a Radon measure on (X, p)
for some topology p stronger than the weak topology σ(Xy X') if μ satisfies the
following conditions:
1) For each U in <U,
μ(U) - sup {μ(F); U ^ FϊΞA^} and F is closed} ,
2) For every positive number B, there exists a compact subset K of (X, p)
such that
μ°(K) = inf {μ(B) 9 KdBξΞAlV]} >μ(X)-6 .
Proof. By (C) in Section 2, μ is uniquely extended to a pre-Radon measure
μ on X <r(xtX'). Next we show μ(K) is equal to μ°(K). For every 6>0, there
exists a σ(X, X')-open set G~DK such that
P{G-K)<e .
Since C17 is an open base of X
v
(χtχ')y there exists a net {t/Λ} in CU satisfying
G= U U
Λ
. Hence there exists such that ί7
rtZ)^, which implies
£ μ(G-K)<ε .
Thus we have
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μ\K) = fl(K) .
Hence there exists a cr-compact subset L for p such that
which shows //• is a Radon measure on X^x.x^ Since L is σ-compact for p,
the identity map L of X
σ
(XtX') onto (A', p) is /7-Lusin-measurable. By μ we
denote the image measure of μ by L. μ is the desired Radon measure. In fact,
for every B in ^[^U], wτe have
μ(B) - μ(B) = μ(B) .
This completes the proof.
The following corollary is another form of the result of Prokhorov [9], of
which a variant is given by Dudley, Feldman and LeCam [4, Theorem 1].
Corollary 5.7. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, μ be a totally
finite cylinder set measure on Z(X, X f ) and LΌ be the class of all σ(X, X'}-open
subsets in Z(X, X'}. Then μ is uniquely extended to a Radon measure on (X, p)
for some topology p finer than σ(X, X') if and only if for every positive number £,
there exists a compact subset K of (X, p) such that
μ\K)>μ(X)-8.
REMARK 5.8. In the above corollary, it holds that μΌ(K)=mf {μ(U)\
^mf {μ(B)'
ί
 KdBϊΞZ(X, X')}.
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a
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for any locally convex space X. So the conditions of Lemma 3.3, Proposition
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